1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

Finding relevant publications is critical for individual researchers to keep pace with the state of the art in their fields. Most scholars in the biomedical domain use PubMed®, a free web service provided by the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), to access over 20 million biomedical citations. Improving the retrieval effectiveness of PubMed while accommodating the exponential growth of biomedical literature is a challenging and critical task for the NCBI, as well as for the researchers in the field of biomedical information retrieval (Hersh, [@B8]; Lu *et al.*, [@B18]; Tsai *et al.*, [@B26]; Tsuruoka *et al.*, [@B27]; Zhu *et al.*, [@B31]).

Interaction with PubMed is generally initiated by a user query and that contains three words on average. An intelligent system should be able to use this information efficiently to retrieve the citation(s), which the user is looking for. The user may click to view one or more abstracts, modify the original query, issue a different query or leave the system (Islamaj Doğan *et al.*, [@B10]).

This sequence of interactions with PubMed is similar to what users experience with general web search engines. However, searching the biomedical literature in PubMed is also unique from at least two perspectives: (i) PubMed search is built as a Boolean system---by default, only the documents matching all the words in the query are retrieved; and (ii) PubMed results are listed in reverse chronological order. As a result, the top returned documents are the newly indexed citations but not necessarily the most relevant ones. On the other hand, 80% of retrievals are for the top 20 returned results in PubMed (Islamaj Doğan *et al.*, [@B10]). The search in PubMed, therefore, is much more sensitive to the user selection of query terms than in search systems that weigh and rank results by relevance. Although a PubMed article can be retrieved by various user queries, only certain queries lead to user clicks (retrievals) for that article---a strong indication of relevance between the query and the clicked document. In this work, we identify document keywords from a list of PubMed queries that resulted in user clicks, and we name such keywords as *click-words*.

In document retrieval, a keyword refers to a term that captures the essence of the topic of a document. They are integral to the document management both for indexing and for retrieval. One type of keywords used in MEDLINE citations is known as Medical Subject Heading® (MeSH) indexing terms, which are assigned by professional indexers. Another common type of keywords is author keywords, provided by authors when submitting an article. A third type of keywords may be computed using statistics, instead of relying on human annotation. For example, the classic term frequency--inverse document frequency (TF--IDF) weighting schema can be used to identify highly weighted words that stand out in an article when compared to the other articles in the collection (Salton and Buckley, [@B21]).

Comparing click-words with other document keywords we found that, although there was overlap, user click-words were quite different from other types of important keywords (see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for an illustration). Document keywords are all meant to capture the important contributions of a document, but they rely on different weighting mechanisms, which may be the reason for their difference. Click-words are the product of click-through logs and they represent the 'wisdom of the crowds' as to what terms in an article may be important from the users\' perspective. Top weighted TF--IDF words capture the importance of words with respect to other articles in a collection. In contrast, PubMed relies on indexers to assign the appropriate MeSH indexing terms to PubMed articles. As a result, these words are not immediately available for new articles. Moreover, they are not necessarily found in the title and abstract of the article. Author keywords, on the other hand, are not included in the MEDLINE citation. In addition, they are not easily procured---we found that they are available for only 13% of the articles in the PubMed Central full text database. Fig. 1.An example of click-words, top-scoring TF--IDF words, author keywords and MeSH indexing terms for a PubMed article. User click-words are listed by the frequency in which they appear in user queries for this article. TF--IDF words are listed in decreasing order of their TF--IDF weight. MeSH terms follow the order in which they are listed in PubMed. Author keywords are listed as they appear in the article.

As an illustrative example, we randomly selected an article from MEDLINE (PubMed ID: 18309290) and identified the document keywords. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the relationship between the click-words and other keyword types for this article. It also shows that the top five TF--IDF words list has the largest overlap with the click-words list: three of the four click-words of this article: *arp2*, *actin* and *cofilin*, were also ranked in the top five TF--IDF words of this article. In contrast, the other two words of the top five TF--IDF list: *lamellipodium* and *complex*, were not popular in user queries.

Our objective is to learn what characteristics make document words important from a collective user perspective---words used as click-words. For each word, we consider several characteristics including the word itself, its part of speech (POS), its position in the title/abstract, etc. By learning the importance of each characteristic, we aim to build a learning system that will be able to predict which words are likely to become click-words for a given article. Thus, no search history would be required to automatically predict click-words in any documents, including those that lack user search history (e.g. new PubMed citations). The predicted click-words can not only serve as an alternative type of document keywords for indexing, but they can also provide assistance in curating MeSH terms or suggesting author keywords. Moreover, as briefly discussed in [Section 6](#SEC6){ref-type="sec"}, predicted click-words could play important roles in many PubMed-related applications such as ranking relevant results and finding similar documents.

Since top-weighted TF--IDF words provided the largest overlap with the user click-words in the documents in our data, we built a machine learning model with novel features to recognize click-words from a pool of candidate words with high TF--IDF weights. For example, take the five TF--IDF words in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In our proposed approach, we aim to identify prediction scores such that the three click-words (*arp2*, *cortactin* and *actin)* are ranked higher than the other two words *(lamellipodium* and *complex)*.

The specific contributions of this article are the following: We introduce click-words as representative document keywords. We observed that click-words (obtained from click-through logs) can represent the meaning of scientific text from a collective user perspective. Therefore, they are complementary to the current types of document keywords such as MeSH, and they may serve as an alternative type of keywords for document management.We developed and evaluated a machine learning method with novel features for identifying the unique characteristics of click-words. The proposed approach is capable of automatically finding click-words in any document, regardless of its search history.We performed empirical studies on large-scale real-world datasets (over 50 000 frequently accessed MEDLINE articles over the course of 6 months). Evaluation results show that the classifier is able to successfully perform automatic assignment of high-quality click-words.

2 RELATED WORK {#SEC2}
==============

Automatically identifying click-words from a pool of candidates (e.g. top-scoring TF--IDF words) is closely related to the problem of searching for words that are key to the meaning of a document (also known as keyword extraction). Much research has been devoted to this problem in the field of Natural Language Processing because of its importance in categorizing and summarizing documents, and making efficient retrievals (Manning *et al.*, [@B19]). In the web context, keyword identification is important for content-targeted advertizing (Lacerda *et al.*, [@B13]; Yih *et al.*, [@B29]), sponsored search (Ciaramita *et al.*, [@B3]; Fuxman *et al.*, [@B6]) and search retrieval performance (Hawking *et al.*, [@B7]; Ji *et al.*, [@B11]).

A classic algorithm for weighing words in an article is the TF--IDF measure. Other unsupervised techniques with comparable performance to this measure include Matsuo and Ishizuka ([@B20]) and Liu *et al.* ([@B15]). The former proposed to build and use co-occurrence distributional characteristic of a word to evaluate its importance. The latter demonstrated that additional information from POS and sentence salience score can improve the classic TF--IDF approach.

Alternatively, supervised methods have been used to classify keywords versus non-keywords. Commonly used features include those that are able to characterize context such as term frequency, term position and TF--IDF score. In addition, better classification results were achieved when advanced features such as linguistic knowledge (Hulth, [@B9]) or graph-based features (Litvak and Last, [@B14]) were added. A similar set of features was also used by a learning-to-rank method in a more recent study (Jiang *et al.*, [@B12]). On the other hand, Yih *et al.* ([@B29]) observed that keyword frequency in query log files substantially helped the linguistic features and information retrieval-based features in identifying content-based keywords of web pages. In their study, they relied on human annotations of advertizing keywords. Thus, they had only a small number of annotated documents (30) with modest annotator agreement. In comparison, we use document-specific keyword frequency to label positive and negative instances of click-words. As a result, not only do we use this important information implicitly, but we are also able to obtain a sufficient number of training and test data for building and evaluating our classification algorithm.

Click-through logs seem the perfect source of information when deciding which documents to show in response to a query. It can be thought of as the result of users voting in favor of the document that they found interesting. This source has been exploited for purposes of gaining insight into users browsing behavior (Dupret and Piwowarski, [@B4]; Islamaj Doğan *et al.*, [@B10]), of improving the ranking of search results (Ciaramita *et al.*, [@B3]; Ji *et al.*, [@B11]), of studying user queries to mine query relationships (Shen *et al.*, [@B22]) or of identifying queries related to an advertizing campaign in order to display ads alongside search results (Fuxman *et al.*, [@B6]).

Studies mentioned above mostly dealt with processing web pages and news articles, perhaps due to the lack of large-scale datasets with scientific publications in the general domain. Regarding applications in the biomedical domain, Andrade and Valencia ([@B1]) automatically extracted keywords from biomedical literature by their relative accumulation in comparison with a domain-specific background distribution. Liu *et al.* ([@B16], [@B17]) reported studies using extracted keywords from MEDLINE citations to describe the most prominent functions of the genes and the resulting weights of the keywords as feature vectors for gene clustering. In their work, they compared two keyword-weighing schemes: normalized *z*-score and TF--IDF. Tudor *et al.* ([@B25]) proposed another ranking algorithm for identifying keywords relating to a gene. In their work, the produced keywords were not limited to the gene functional terms.

In our approach, we used machine learning to identify document keywords, which would likely be used frequently in user queries and become click-words for the given document. In addition to the previously examined features---details of feature contributions in [Section 3.3](#SEC3.3){ref-type="sec"}---we included novel features such as 'named entity', which have not been explored before in this context. We used MetaMap (Aronson, [@B2]), as the biomedical concept recognizer to identify biomedical entities in scientific text and included the recognized semantic types as classification features. As reported in [Section 4](#SEC4){ref-type="sec"}, this feature showed a relatively strong discriminative power in our experiments.

3 METHODS {#SEC3}
=========

In this section, we describe how we compute the click-words in the context of highly accessed articles, we describe how we create our training and evaluation datasets from the information in the query logs data. Next, we describe how we build the click-word model, the features used for characterizing the click-words, the learning algorithm and the evaluation measures.

3.1 Computation of click-words and top-scoring TF--IDF words {#SEC3.1}
------------------------------------------------------------

Click-words were produced in two steps. First, we identified highly accessed articles from a large pool of query logs: articles whose citations have been clicked on, on average, at least once per day by different users for a given period of time (e.g. 2 months). When we collected data for our experiments, a user query followed by a click constituted an association from the query to the clicked article, regardless of the article\'s rank in the results page (because PubMed does not return results by relevance). Next, we computed click-words of a given article: popular words that appeared in at least 10% of the user queries that produced clicks for that article during the same period of time. The salience of query terms was not a factor for consideration because each term is treated equally in Boolean searches. Note that our definition of frequently accessed articles and click-words are empirically determined. However, based on our analysis, varying the selection criteria (e.g. relaxing from 10% to 5% in click-words selection) does not affect our overall observations. Because we are interested in words that represent a document\'s content rather than its bibliographic information, we discarded any query words that did not appear in the title or abstract (e.g. author names). Using this procedure, some documents did not produce any click-words. These documents were subsequently discarded. This procedure resulted in 4.5 click-words on average per article.

We computed the TF--IDF weight for each of the words in the title and abstract of an article and ranked them according to their weight. (See [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btq459/DC1) for the TF--IDF definition). Next, for each document in our dataset, we chose the top five TF--IDF-weighted words. We decided to pick the top five operational TF--IDF-weighted words for each document because this is consistent with the number of click-words per document (4.5).

Note that in order to accurately capture the differences in words of various morphological classes, we preserved their original forms in the document and did not perform any stemming. In fact, PubMed does not employ any stemming algorithm (e.g. porter stemming algorithm). Instead, it relies on a newly introduced feature, which adds related terms (not necessarily always word stems) through a sophisticated mapping process (<http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/techbull/mj08/mj08_pubmed_atm_cite_sensor.html>). As a result, word stems are very *inconsistently* recruited into original PubMed search, which makes it practically difficult to align results with any existing stemming algorithms.

3.2 Datasets {#SEC3.2}
------------

We used two separate datasets for the purposes of this study. The first dataset consisted of 47 609 PubMed articles, and was used in a 5-fold cross-validation setting to train the click-word model. The second dataset consisted of 11 237 articles that do not overlap with the articles in the training dataset, and was used for evaluating the click-word model.

Training dataset: for the training dataset, we collected 2 months of PubMed log data (March 2008 and February 2009), consisting of more than 100 million user queries and 130 million abstract clicks in 51 million user sessions. We identified the highly accessed articles (i.e. accessed more than 60 times by different users during the 2 months) and computed their user click-words. Our training dataset consisted of 47 609 articles.

From the articles in our training dataset, we identified a total of 237 155 top five TF--IDF words, of which 101 377 were click-words (42.7%). Of the top five TF--IDF words per article, we found 2.2 click-words on average.

Evaluation dataset: for the evaluation dataset, we collected 6 months of PubMed log data (February, April, May, June, July and August, 2009), consisting of more than 333 million user queries, 329 million abstract views in 144 million user sessions. From these click-through logs, we identified a total of 38 852 highly accessed MEDLINE citations (i.e. accessed over 180 times by different users during the 6 months). We separated the articles which were different from the documents in the training dataset and extracted the click-words. Our evaluation dataset consisted of 11 237 highly accessed articles.

From the articles in our evaluation dataset, we identified an average of 4.5 click-words per article. This number is in agreement with the average number of click-words computed for the 2-month dataset ([Section 3.1](#SEC3.1){ref-type="sec"}). When we selected the top five TF--IDF words of the evaluation dataset articles, we identified a total of 62 310 words, of which 22 663 were click-words (36.4%). These were distributed with an average of 2.0 click-words per article.

3.3 The click-word learning method {#SEC3.3}
----------------------------------

Our aim is to build a learning system that, given the title and abstract of a MEDLINE article, will be able to predict which words are likely to be used frequently in user queries and become click-words for this article. To build such a learning system, we needed to specify positive and negative instances of click-words in articles. Thus, for each article in our datasets (both training and evaluation), first, we selected the five top-scoring TF--IDF words, and then we labeled the pre-identified click-words positive and the rest negative. Accordingly, for the sample article in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we labeled the words: *arp2*, *cofilin* and *actin* as positive, and the words *lamellipodium* and *complex* as negative.

Once we labeled the top five TF--IDF word of each article, we computed the values for each of the designed click-word features. We applied a classification algorithm in a 5-fold cross-validation setting to learn a click-word classification model. This schema was fitted into an iterative feature selection algorithm to improve the classification results and identify the most important features for the final click-word model. We discuss these steps in detail below.

### 3.3.1 Click-word features {#SEC3.3.1}

To deduce context and be able to use supervised machine learning methods to predict click-words, we represented each word instance by a set of features, determined by both our own studies and prior observations in the literature. These binary features are: TF--IDF rank (TF--IDF): TF--IDF rank of word *w* denotes the rank position of a word *w* according to its weighted TF--IDF value. Because we only consider five words per article, we have five different TF--IDF rank features.Part of speech (POS): The POS tag of word *w* denotes whether word *w* is a noun, verb, adjective or a different POS. The POS tags were computed using MedPost (Smith *et al.* [@B24]) with the default settings. A total of 37 POS tags were obtained in our data and each was subsequently used as a binary feature in the classification task.Semantic type (SEM): The semantic type of word *w* denotes whether word *w* corresponds to a particular named entity in biomedicine. According to our previous study (Islamaj Doğan *et al.*, [@B10]), the majority of the PubMed queries do not include any bibliographic information. Instead, they contain named entities such as gene and protein names. The semantic type feature is designed to capture this aspect of the click-words. Specifically, if a word can be mapped to a biological concept, its semantic type (category) information is used. We applied MetaMap (Aronson, [@B2]) to our data and obtained 134 semantic types (e.g. molecular function---mofc), each of which is used as a binary feature.Word frequency rank (WFR): The frequency rank of word *w* denotes the rank position of word *w* according to its frequency value. This feature is similar to the local term frequency in the TF--IDF definition. However, instead of using raw term frequency, we chose to use rankings based on word frequency because word frequency can vary significantly in different articles for the most frequently occurring words. Specifically, after removing the stop words, we ranked each word by its frequency in the article. We assigned the same rank to words with equal number of occurrences. The resulting rank of the words in our training dataset ranged from 1 to 46, each of which was then used as a binary feature.Word location (LOC): the word location of word *w* denotes some specifics regarding whether word *w* appears in the title and/or abstract of the article. We created binary features to capture a given word\'s importance using four different locations: title, the first sentence, the last sentence or the middle of the abstract. When a word appeared in multiple locations, each individual position was marked, creating a combined location feature. We had 15 different binary features denoting the various combinations of word locations.Abbreviation (ABBR): the abbreviation feature of word *w* denotes whether word *w* is an abbreviated form of a known concept. It has been shown that important biological concepts like gene names are often abbreviated in user queries (Federiuk, [@B5]; Islamaj Doğan *et al.*, [@B10]). In fact, our previous analysis revealed that 13% of PubMed user queries contained at least one abbreviated term. Previous studies on PubMed describe highly precise methods that identify abbreviated terms in PubMed abstracts (Sohn *et al.*, [@B23]). We used their list of abbreviated terms in PubMed to build our ABBR feature. The value of this feature is 'is-an-abbreviation' if the word instance in our dataset is matched exactly to a term from that abbreviation list or 'is-not-an-abbreviation' otherwise.Phrase (PHR): the phrase feature of word *w* denotes whether word *w* is part of a common MEDLINE phrase. As shown in a previous study (Yeganova *et al.*, [@B28]), words in PubMed queries tend to associate in phrases. Hence, we hypothesized that given a PubMed abstract, a word having the tendency of appearing as a phrase with its neighboring words may have a higher probability of catching the readers\' attention and being a click-word. For this reason, we formed MEDLINE phrase candidates of our dataset by combining the word of interest with one, two or three of its neighboring words. If such a phrase candidate was repeated somewhere else in the same article that it originated from, and was also found in at least one other article in our dataset, we considered it a valid phrase. After identifying all the valid phrases in our training dataset, we could readily determine whether or not a word is part of a phrase. Again, we considered both the confirmation 'is-part-of-phrase' and the negation 'is-not-part-of-phrase' features. For example, the document PMID:17850624 contains the word '*migration*', which is part of '*neuronal migration*', a valid phrase with multiple occurrences in 17850624 and other PubMed citations (e.g. PMID: 18075253). Thus, for the word '*migration*', the value of its PHR feature 'is-part-of-phrase' is TRUE.Neighboring words (NBR): the neighbor of word *w* denotes the word(s) that *w* has as neighbors and its (their) relative position(s) to *w*. We considered up to the three words on each side of the word of interest, when available, as its neighbors. This was the most sparse feature type in our data. It resulted in more than 261 974 different individual binary features (i.e. unique words found in any of the considered six positions).Word (WRD): the final feature used was the word instance itself. There were 41 152 unique words in our training dataset, which served as binary features. Of these, 17 662 (43%) words were repeated in at least two different documents. Of the repeated words, 27% were labeled as click-words for some articles but not for other articles even though they were listed in their top five TF--IDF weight lists. This suggested that we could not rely on only the word instances themselves as features. In addition, using only word instances would have limited our ability to predict click-words that were not seen in our dataset. However, if we represent a click-word in the context of all the features that we defined above, our proposed model can make a prediction based on the learned click-word characteristics (e.g. a word\'s semantic type) in addition to the word itself, making it much more robust when handling new/unseen words.

### 3.3.2 Classification algorithm {#SEC3.3.2}

For our experiments, we considered a range of classifiers. We selected a wide margin classifier similar to a linear support vector machine as our principal learner, which was based on the modified Huber loss function (Zhang, [@B30]). The Huber loss function is smooth, hence differentiable; therefore, it allows the application of a gradient search method for optimization. These properties, as well as the speed of optimization, make this algorithm suitable for large datasets, such as the one in this work. In addition, in the preliminary experiments, we also used the multivariate Bernoulli Naïve Bayesian classifier for the purpose of comparing different learning algorithms. The results presented in this article were obtained using the Huber algorithm, which produced better results when compared with the Naïve Bayes classifier.

The set of all PubMed articles in our training dataset was randomly divided into five subsets and a 5-fold cross-validation was performed. At each round of cross-validation, the classifier was trained with four-fifths of the data, and tested on the one-fifth of the held-out data. The number of articles and the number of positive and negative class instances for each fold was balanced (see [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btq459/DC1)).

### 3.3.3 Iterative feature selection method {#SEC3.3.3}

Feature selection is usually employed to filter out redundant and/or irrelevant features, while maintaining or improving the accuracy of prediction, thus resulting in a better and simpler model. For this study, we used an iterative feature selection scheme to tackle the 290 000 features that we constructed to describe the click-words ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 2.The iterative feature selection model.

As illustrated in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, this iterative feature selection method first used the wide margin classifier (Huber algorithm) to learn a classification model for the training dataset, in a 5-fold cross-validation setting. Next, for each individual feature it examined the average weight assigned by the five wide-margin classifiers to judge whether the current feature is valuable for this problem. Usually, a non-contributing feature receives a weight close to zero. In contrast, a contributing feature is assigned a relatively high weight. We applied an aggressive feature selection procedure. After examining the features\' weights, it eliminated 1000 lowest-weight features. Then, in an iterative fashion, we retrained the click-word model on the refined set of features using the Huber algorithm. We performed feature selection iterations until we eliminated all features. To select the best click-word model, we examined the performance levels of all feature subsets and selected the most significant one.

3.4 Evaluation measures {#SEC3.4}
-----------------------

Precision, or the positive predictive value, is calculated as the ratio of the number of correct answers to the number of all the answers given by the classification algorithm. Recall, or sensitivity, is calculated as the ratio of number of correct answers to the total number of possible correct answers (Hersh, [@B8]).

The identification of click-words, as mentioned earlier, is article dependent: a given word may act as a click-word for one article but not for another. For this reason, we evaluated our ability of identifying click-words per each article. After applying the learning model, we scored each word instance and ranked all of the word instances of each article in descending order of their scores. Instead of relying on a global score threshold for the whole set of articles, we computed the break-even point between precision and recall for each article in the test set (during the cross-validation procedure or the evaluation stage). The break-even point is calculated as the value where precision equals recall.

We also computed the mean average precision, the area under the ROC curve (ROC score) and the precision at the first retrieved level (precision for the highest-scoring word of each article which received the highest confidence of being a click-word for that article). In the event that for a given article, two or more word instances received the same click-word score, we considered all of the possible rankings and computed the break-even point of precision--recall and mean average precision averaging over all enumerations. Finally, the value of the corresponding measure was averaged over all articles in the test set. For the training dataset experiments, we report this value averaged over the five folds of cross-validation.

Next, using the evaluation dataset, we performed two different evaluations. First, we applied the model to the top five TF--IDF words list of each article in the evaluation dataset. Second, in order to test the performance of our model in a more realistic setting, we applied the model to every single word in the title and abstract of each article in the evaluation dataset.

In addition, as a comparison, we ranked the words of each article according to two different baselines. First, in the random selection baseline we assigned every word of an article the same score. Next, we computed the evaluation measures by considering all possible word rankings, and averaged the scores. Second, in the TF--IDF weight baseline we ranked the words of each article according to their TF--IDF weight values, and computed the evaluation measures.

4 RESULTS {#SEC4}
=========

We conducted a wide range of experiments to identify user click-words from PubMed abstracts, and here we present a summary of them. We begin the presentation of results by describing the click-word prediction results for each individual feature type. This analysis allowed us to understand each of our feature types, and their individual contributions. Following this analysis, we combined all features and learned a click-word model consisting of a mix of all features. Next, we performed our iterative feature selection method. We show how we reduced the number of features and the corresponding break-even precision recall point average for each feature selection step. Finally, we show the results of our selected click-word prediction model when applied to evaluation dataset.

4.1 Click-word prediction results using single feature types {#SEC4.1}
------------------------------------------------------------

In the following experiments, we describe the click-word prediction performance for each individual feature type. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the break-even results of precision--recall values averaged over five folds of cross-validation when using each feature type individually. In addition, it lists the number of contributing features for each individual feature type. As shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, the click-word model trained on the *Word* features gave the best result, while the click-word model trained on the *Abbreviation* features gave the worst result. For comparison, we use two baseline methods: the random selection baseline and the TF--IDF weight baseline. The random selection baseline uniformly picks at random words from the article. The TF--IDF weight baseline assigns the TF--IDF weight as the score for each word in the article, and then ranks them accordingly. As shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, three feature types: *word location*, *neighboring words* and *word*, gave (statistically significant) better classification results than the TF--IDF baseline. Each of the click-word models trained on individual feature types gave significantly better results than the random selection baseline. Finally, in the last row of the [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} we list the result of the click-word model when we have combined all features. This result is statistically significant when compared to each of the individual models. Table 1.The break-even precision recall point for each individual feature type and the corresponding number of contributing features (non-zero Huber weights) for each feature type, when learning to differentiate articles\' click-words from the top five TF--IDF-weighted wordsModelPrecision--recallNumber ofbreak-even pointfeaturesWord0.74836 489Word location0.66315Neighbor words0.661253 340TF--IDF rank0.6135WFR0.60946MetaMap semantic types0.594134POS tag0.52437Part of phrase0.5102Abbreviation0.4482Random selection0.429-TF--IDF weight0.613-ALL features0.781290 069

4.2 Feature selection method {#SEC4.2}
----------------------------

In the following set of experiments, we show the results of our iterative feature selection algorithm. After we combined all features together, we had a total of more than 290 000 features and, at that stage, the click-word model had a break-even point performance of 0.781. This is shown in the last row of [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. As illustrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we used aggressive feature selection steps, removing 1000 features with each iteration. For each refined feature set, we retrained the Huber algorithm, and computed the break-even point of precision and recall for the resulting click-word model. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes each break-even value, averaged over the five folds of the cross-validation test sets. We observe this value ultimately increases, despite slight fluctuations. Fig. 3.Results of break-even point of precision and recall averaged among the 5-folds of cross-validation test sets, through the progression of iterative feature selection method.

We selected the click-word model that consisted of just 2000 features as our final model, because at that point, we reached the best performance of break-even point average, 0.794. This constituted a significantly simpler model when compared with the initial model of more than 290 000 features. Moreover, it exhibited a significantly better performance when compared with the initial model of 0.781. Its performance was also better when compared with the next model of 1000 features, represented as the last dot in the graph in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Compared with the random baseline performance of 0.429, and with the TF--IDF weight performance of 0.613, the performance of the best click-word model represents an 85% and 30% increase, respectively. More details regarding the performance of the best click-word model are listed in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

4.3 Feature analysis of the final click-word prediction model {#SEC4.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In the following analysis, we considered the feature composition of the final click-word model, summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and the relative predictive strength of each feature according to the weight assigned by the Huber algorithm, as illustrated in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. We observe that, even though *Abbreviation* was the least predictive feature type among the other individual models ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), the 'is-an-abbreviation' and 'is-not-an-abbreviation' features were part of the final click-word model. The same is true for the 'in-phrase' and 'not-in-phrase' features. This means that even though they did not have enough predictive strength on their own, they worked well in combination with the rest of the features to have an impact in the final performance. In fact, the feature 'not-in-phrase' is listed in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} as one of the features having the highest negative weight. In [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, we also observe that the feature with the most positive weight was the feature that describes the location of the word both in the title and in the first sentence of the abstract. In contrast, the feature that described the word location in the middle of the abstract was assigned a negative weight. Table 2.Total number of features: 2000, best break-even point avg: 0.794FeatureNumberNeighbors1322Word556Semantic types83Word location15POS tag12TF--IDF5WFR3Phrase2Abbreviation2 Table 3.Top features of the best modelHuber weightPositive featuresHuber weightNegative features0.455LOC: title + first sentence−0.409LOC: middle abstract only0.368WRD: mirna−0.342LOC: middle + last sentence0.343WRD: cancer−0.312LOC: first + middle sentence0.337SEM: disease or syndrome−0.312LOC: first + middle + last sentence0.328WRD: il−0.270POS: plural noun0.317LOC: title + first sentence + middle abstract−0.263PHR: not in phrase0.293SEM: bacterium−0.251SEM: functional concept

4.4 Click-word prediction results using the evaluation dataset {#SEC4.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To further evaluate the performance of our click-word prediction model, we applied this model to the documents in our evaluation dataset. To apply the click-word model to new articles, we followed this sequence of steps: First, we extracted its title and abstract. Second, we tokenized these into single words and removed the stop words. Third, for each single word we computed the values for each of the 2000 features in the final click-word model. For each article, each word was scored according to these values. Next, we ranked the words of each article according to the score of the click-word model. As a comparison, we also ranked the words of each article according to the random selection baseline and the TF--IDF weight baseline. Based on these rankings, we computed the mean average precision, break-even point of precision and recall, ROC score and precision at the first recall value. These results are summarized in [Tables 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. Table 4.Performance evaluation of the click-word model when compared with the TF--IDF weighting and random selection, for the top five weighted TF--IDF words for each article in the evaluation datasetClassification modelMean average precisionBreak-even precision--recallROCPrecision\@1Training dataset results of 5-fold cross-validationRandom selection0.6120.4280.4980.428TF--IDF weight0.7570.6110.6910.671Click-word model0.8880.7940.8680.863Evaluation dataset results for top 5 TF--IDF wordsRandom selection0.5960.4050.4950.405TF--IDF weight0.7370.5810.6810.631Click-word model0.8550.7430.8320.810 Table 5.Performance evaluation results for the baseline random selection model, TF--IDF weighting of the words model and the click-word prediction model, for all the words in the title and abstract of the articles in the evaluation datasetClassification modelMean average precisionBreak-even precision--recallROCPrecision\@1Evaluation dataset results for all wordsRandom selection0.1120.0650.4990.065TF--IDF weight0.5130.4540.8610.631Click-word model0.6270.5470.9040.806Statistical analysis*t*-test45.19531.82432.42532.877*P*-value0.00020.00050.00050.0005

The training and evaluation datasets results are contrasted in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. For these results, we considered only the top five weighted TF--IDF words for each article in the evaluation dataset, as this is the equivalent to the results of the training dataset.

Although our model was trained on the top five TF--IDF terms, we also tested it for *every* word present in the titles and abstracts of the articles in the evaluation dataset. These results are presented in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. As shown in the [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, when we used the random selection baseline, the mean average precision of picking the user click-words was 11%. When we used the TF--IDF weight as a baseline, the mean average precision of picking the user click-words was 51%, and when we used our click-word model to score the words, the mean average precision of picking the user click-words increased to 61%.

In addition, in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} we list *t*-test results of comparing the click-word model with the TF--IDF baseline, and the corresponding *P*-values. Each evaluation measure is highly statistically significant. We conclude that our click-word model is very accurate at identifying the user click-words for any given article. Moreover, our click-word model is significantly more accurate at recognizing the user interest in a given article when compared with the TF--IDF weighting model, evident from every evaluation measure.

5 DISCUSSION {#SEC5}
============

In this work, we proposed click-words as an alternative representation of document keywords. We built a click-word model able to identify the words of a document that conveyed the readers\' interest.

Click-word characteristics
--------------------------

A click-word model based only on words would not be useful for several reasons. First, new words in new articles would be a problem. Second, the words selected as click-words for certain articles but not for other articles would create confusion. Finally, it would not be possible to apply a model based solely on the words to rank the articles matching a given query. Such a model needs context. In this work, the click-word context was provided by the rich set of features that we designed and implemented.

To understand the contributions of each feature type, we examined the feature weights learned with the Huber algorithm for each individual feature of the click-word model after feature selection[^1^](#FN1){ref-type="fn"}. We found that a word was more likely to be a click-word if: It appeared in the title of the article. All 15 word location features were retained in the final best prediction model. They were divided into two distinct groups: 8 positively weighted features described words that appeared in the title, among other positions, while the 7 negatively weighted features described words that appeared in locations other than the title. This may also be related to the fact that in the PubMed search results pages, no parts of the abstracts are displayed to the users.It was repeated several times in the abstract of the article. During feature selection, most of the initial 46 binary WFR features were removed. The final three features that were retained assign positive weights to the most frequent and second most frequent words in an abstract, and assign a negative weight to the less frequent words.It was ranked first according to its TF--IDF weight. All five TF--IDF Rank features were retained in the final model. Interestingly, their weights were in accordance with their ranks. The feature for the top ranking in TF--IDF value (Rank 1) had the highest positive weight, whereas the one for the last rank (Rank 5) had the largest negative weight. The top 2 ranks were assigned positive weights.It had one of the six following POS tags: *singular noun*, *base form lexical verb*, *infinitive lexical verb*, *nominal gerund*, *past tense or proper noun singular*. In comparison, words with the following six POS tags were less likely to be click-words: *plural noun*, *third person singular*, *past participle of a verb*, *pronominal past participle*, *number or numeric*, and *coordinating conjunction*. These remaining features suggest that click-words generally tend to be singular noun (e.g. *cancer*) rather than plural noun (e.g. *cancers*), to be base form verb (e.g. *migrate*) rather than third person singular (e.g. *migrates*), and to be nominal gerund (e.g. *misfolding*) rather than pronominal past participle (e.g. *misfolded*).It was found as part of a phrase. In addition, when a word was not found as part of a phrase, this increased its probability of not being a click-word (see [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).It had certain word neighbors such as: *background*, *syndrome*, *diagnosis*, *receptor*, *infection* or *cells*. Neighboring words account for the largest number of final features in the final feature set. Although their number is significantly reduced, there are 745 positively and 577 negatively weighted neighboring word features in the final model. The positively weighted neighboring words tend to be general words providing context for specific content words. For instance, the word preceding *syndrome* is likely to be a click-word because it is typically a specific disorder name.It belonged to one of the following semantic types: *virus, neoplastic process* or *disease or syndrome*, rather than *research activity* (e.g. *trials*), *population group* (e.g. *women*), *idea* or *concept* (e.g. *recommendation*). After feature selection, the number of semantic type features decreased substantially from the initial 135 to the final 83, which still would cover almost all types of common information needs in biomedicine. For instance, diseases and disorders---frequently sought information in PubMed---are covered by the following semantic types: *Disease or Syndrome*, *Neoplastic Process*, *Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction*, *Injury or Poisoning*, *Sign or Symptom*.It was a word such as *cancer*, *stem*, *mirna*, *diabetes*, rather than *proteins*, *genes*, *diseases*, *therapies* and *trials*. This set of 556 words includes 308 words with positive weighs and 248 with negative weights. This is the second largest subset among the 2000 remaining features. We found that, the aforementioned click-word characteristics were largely applicable to those positively weighted Word features. For instance, it is shown that they are more likely to be singular nouns (e.g. *mirna*) than plural nouns (e.g. *mirnas*), and that they tend to be specific content words (e.g. *diabetes*) rather than the context words (e.g. *diseases)*. Our further analysis shows that among the top 100 most frequent PubMed search words (e.g. *cancer*), 37 of them are positively weighted Word features. Interestingly, we also find 13 negatively weighted click-word features in the top 100 most frequent user search terms. Despite their frequent occurrences, those 13 words tend to represent general concepts such as: *gene*, *infection* and *treatment*. Note that the designed feature types are not fully independent of one another. For instance, the WFR feature is implicated in computing both the word location and TF--IDF features. Yet, we found that all the designed feature types contributed features to the final click-word model. Although specific words on their own still carried some weight towards being recognized as click-words, all the other features that we designed provided strong characteristics that collectively identified the click-words. As a result, such a click-word model could also make it possible to rank and index the articles according to the perceived users\' interest.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK {#SEC6}
=============================

In this work, we proposed click-words as document keywords as they refer to words that readers find important. Next, we showed that click-words overlap significantly with top-scoring TF--IDF words. We implemented a supervised method to learn what characteristics, in addition to TF--IDF weights, make click-words important for PubMed users. Our results show that a word\'s *semantic type*, *location*, *POS*, *neighboring words* and *phrase* information together could best determine if a word will be a click-word. In addition, we have detailed the individual contribution of each of the click-word features. For example, a word\'s location was found to have the strongest power in classification. Specifically, click-words were more likely to appear in the title of the document, rather than only in the middle of the abstract. Click-words tended to be names of recognized biological entities, and they could be identified by their neighboring words and their positions in a sentence. Click-words tended to be abbreviated terms, and appeared in phrases. Although trained to identify click-words from the top-weighted TF--IDF words, our click-word model showed significant robustness when applied to identify click-words from all the words in the titles and abstracts of more than 11 000 PubMed articles.

There are several directions for improving the current work and extending this research. In terms of document indexing, because click-words are readily available and significantly less costly to procure, they can be used to complement MeSH terms and author keywords that both require human annotation. In terms of document retrieval, the click-word model can produce a score for identifying word importance, similar to the classic TF--IDF measure. Thus, a natural extension of this work is to compare the retrieval effectiveness using such scores versus traditional TF--IDF scores. For example, the 'related articles' in PubMed are computed by adding up the TF--IDF weights of all the terms in common between two documents. Replacing the TF--IDF weights with the click-words weights might yield better results in that we assign higher scores to terms that represent the subject of an article from readers\' perspective. Another possible direction is to expand the click-words to click phrases, as the *Phrase* feature was a prominent feature in the final click-word model. In this work, we used only exact query terms but not their translation(s) (due to PubMed\'s Automatic Term Mapping feature) in obtaining instances of click-words. A further direction is to expand the definition of click-words to all frequent query terms that result in document clicks, regardless of their appearance in the title or abstract. Finally, rather than treating query words as independent, we could explore the relationships *between* query words, which also may lead to a better identification of relevant articles.
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